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In this note we present results on Gevrey class regularity of the solutions of the 
Navier-Stokes equations with space periodic boundary conditions. We give a 
generalization of results of C. Foias and R. Temam (J. Funcr. Anal. 87, 359-369, 
1988). G 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY 
In [S], Foias and Temam showed that the solutions of the 
Navier-Stokes equations with periodic boundary conditions are analytic in 
time with values in a Gevrey class of functions (for the space variable) for 
n = 2, and they established same result for a small interval of time for n = 3. 
In this note, we consider the case where the external force belongs to the 
Gevrey class D(A”-“*eTA”‘) ( s > n/4 or s = l/2) instead of the Gevrey class 
D(c’~“~), h’ h w tc was considered in [S]. By applying the techniques of [S], 
we show that the solutions of the n (n = 2 or 3) dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equations with periodic boundary conditions are analytic in time (for an 
interval) with values in a Gevrey class D(ASf1’2erA”Z). We also relax the 
initial condition from uO E D(A”) to uO E H. 
As in [S], we consider the Navier-Stokes equations of viscous incom- 
pressible fluid with space periodic boundary conditions (with period 27~). 
The problem can be written as 
du 
-$-I- VA24 + B(u, 2.4) =f, 
40) = uo, (2) 
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in a Hilbert space H, where H (see [ 1,9]) consists of those u such that 
u = c uje’j”, uj E C”, u-1 = iij, z&J = 0, (3) 
jcZn 
j * uj = 0, for each j, (4) 
lu12 = (27t)” 1 IUj12 < co. (5) 
JEZ” 
For S, z, CI > 0, the domain D(ASeTA”) is the set of functions u satisfying 
(3H4) and 
(AserAm12 = (271)” 1 ( j14’ ezriil*” Iuj12 < co. (6) 
JEZn 
In the following, we denote by ( ., .),, 1. I ~ the scalar product and the 
norm in D(erA”*), respectively. 
We recall the following inequality from [S], 
IB(u, u)l, d cl,* IA1’2uI;‘2 lAul;‘2 IA1’2UI., 
for 24 E D(AeTA”*), u E D(A 1’2erA”2), 
where cI12 is an appropriate constant. 
By following [ 1 ] and [ 51 closely, we have 
(7) 
LEMMA 1. Let s be a fixed number such that s > n/4; then 
(A”B(u, U)I,<C,IASU1. (AS+1’2ulr, 
for u E D(ASeTA”*), 0 E D(A”+ ‘j2erA”*), (8) 
where c, > 0 is an appropriate constant. 
Proof: Let 
u Y C uje”“, ui* = e’ ljluj, 
jeZ" 
and similar notations for u, w. We have 
I(A”B(u, u), w),\ = (2n)” 1 (uj * k)(u, * W,) (112” e2”“, 
j+k=l 
< (27~)” C Iui*l Ikl Iuk*l Iw:l IZ12se’(“l-Ij’-‘k’), 
j+k=l 
<@~I” C lui*l 14 bk*l IwTl lj+W2S, 
j+k=I 
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where cl is the constant such that 
and 
ZZ=(27()nC lU,*l IklZs+’ IUk*l IW*j-kl. 
1.k 
Since 
k 
( > 
112 
<(2x)-“/2 c ljl -4s IA2uI, IAS+1’2ulr 14, 
I 
and because s > n/4, Ck IklP4’ < co. So let c, = 2c:(27cpn/* (Ck (kl-4s)“2; 
Lemma 1 follows from the above inequalities. 1 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. 
fE D(A”- leOA’~2 
Let u0 E D(A”), where s is fixed, s > n/4 or s = l/2, and let 
) for some (T > 0. Then there exists a constant L,>O that 
depends only on the data and (A’uJ, such that the following is true: 
Equations (1) and (2) possess on (0, L,) a unique regular solution, such 
that t + AS+“2e*L(“A”2u(t) is analytic in a neighborhood of the interual 
(0, L,) in the complex plane C, where e(t) = min(t, a). 
Zf there exists a constant A4, such that 
IA”u(t)l d M,, for t 20, (9) 
then u is analytic for time t in a neighborhood of the interval (L,, 00) in the 
complex plane C, with values in D(A”f”2eb’A”Z) for 0’ = min(L,, 6). 
Moreover, tf t > L,, then 
IA”u(t)(.&fi(l +&I;)“*; (10) 
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if t>L,+(&4)L,, then 
< 8N,p( l + M:J5”, 
6’ 
IA.‘+ Ii2 u(t)l,, < C,( 1 + A4;p2, 
IAu(t)l,, d C,,,(l + M:,d5’2, 
Further, if t > L, + (3 $18) L,, then 
< 8 ,/i N,C,(l + M;)S’2, 
if s>! 
4’ 
if 
1 
s=-. 
2 
if s2 
4’ 
< 8 fi N,,,C,,,( 1 + M:,J9’2, 
1 
zy s=--, 
a’ 2 
where N,, L,, C, are given by 
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(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
i 
4&v-’ 
Ns= 4~v-l 
IAs~“2f(,+~1’-‘+4~cS”~‘, .for s > n/4, 
Ifl.+v~1+216~c:,2v-3, ,for s = l/2, 
L = W,)-’ (1 +M:)-‘, ,for s>n/4 
s 1 (2N1,2)-~ (1 + M:,J2, for s = l/2, 
and 
c = 4~-~max(IA”-‘/~fl,, czL;‘vpl, 8N,2;‘j2), for s> n/4, 
’ 4~‘max(IfI,,$c:,,v-‘, ~N,~AF”~), i for s=1/2. 
For the case s = i, see [S]. We note that the analyticity here is stronger 
by A ‘I2 than that obtained in [S]. We also relax the initial condition from 
u,ED(A’) to USE H in the next theorem. 
Now by the above Theorem 1 and a result of [7], we easily get the 
following: 
THEOREM 2. Let u,, E H, f E D(A”- 1/2e”A”2) for some cr > 0. Let s 2 1 or 
s = $ ifn = 2, and s > s or s = i, 1 ifn = 3. If there exists’ t1,2, M,,, such that 
IA 1’24t)l d Ml,,, for t 3 tl12, (17) 
’ This is always true when n = 2. 
409/167/2-20 
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then there exists constants t,, M,s, such that if t > t, then 
IA”u(t)l GM, 
Further, we have 
1. Equations (1) and (2) possess on (t,, t, + L,Y) a unique regular 
solution, such that t ---f A”+ lRe*(r)A”Z u(t) is analytic in a neighborhood of the 
interval (t,Y, t, + L,) in the complex plane C, where $(t) = min(t, a). 
2. u is analytic for time t in a neighborhood of the interval (t, + L,, CO) 
in the complex plane C, with values in D(A”+ 1’2eo’A”*) for (T’ = min(L,, a). 
Proof of Theorem 1. We follow [S] closely. The proof is formal. It can 
be made rigorous by considering a Galerkin approximation and then 
taking appropriate limits. 
The case s > n/4. As in [S], let 4(t) = min(t, a); we consider com- 
plexified space and functions. Let 5 = rei8, r > 0, cos 8 > 0; by taking the 
scalar product of (1) with A2”u(reie) in D(e”“‘A”2), multiplying the equation 
that we get by eiO, and taking its real part, we have 
Since 
+ vAu + B(u, u) -f, A’% 
i 
I = 0. 
Re eie ($ A2su),,r, = Re ( e”“)A1’2As !!, e@Cr’A”‘A’u) 
we obtain the inequality 
1 d JA”uJ &, 
?’ dr 
++0s e IAS+“2uI;(,j- & IW&r,~ 
d Re eie(f, A2Su)m(,J - Re e”(B(u, u), A2%),+(,). (18) 
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Now 
and by using Lemma 1, we get 
l(B(u, u), A2W@(,)l G c, l~“I,,r, w+ 1’24+(r) l~“4,,,, 
We put (19) and (20) into (18), and the result is 
d IA”ul;c 
dr 
r1 + v cos 0, A” + 1’2uI &, 
If we impose the restriction cos 8 > a/2, then from (21) we get 
(22) 
where 
and 
y(r) = 1 + lASu(reie)l&), 
N =o Jz 4dQ s v (A’-l’Zfl;+u+ v ’ 
From (22) we find that 
IAWeio)I &, 6 2 + 2 I A%(O)1 2, 
for reie in the region A( IA”u(O)l), where 
(23) 
d(lA”u(O)J)= 
1 
3 re’“:rgL,(~A’u(0)~)=-&(1+~Asu(0)~*)~’,cos8~~ 
s 
In particular, we have 
le u’A”2Asu(L,eio)~2 < 2 + 2 IA”u(0)12, 
for cos 0 > ,,/?/2, IT’ = qS(L,) = min(L,( IA”u(O)l), a). 
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Now, if we have 
lA”u(t)l d M.,, vi 3 0, (24) 
then we can repeat the above argument at any time to 3 0, and we get 
le rr’A”‘AQ4(L,eiH + t,)l’ d 2 + 2Mf, 
for cos 6 2 412, where 
L,=&(l +kq-‘, 
I 
and (T’ = q5(L,Y) = min(L,Y, a). In particular, we have 
le o’A1’2AQ4(q4)12 6 2 + 2M,2, 
for t = reiO belonging to the region A consisting of the strip 
So we obtain (10). 
Now in the region A(‘), 
& ReSbL,+TL,, 4 IIm 51 6~ L,. 
We next apply Cauchy’s formula for 5 E A”‘: 
MO 1 u(z) -=- 
& I 27-c iz~t~=fi~,/4(~-~)2dz; 
using (lo), we get 
So (11) is true. 
= SN,( 1 + M;)? 
By using Lemma 1, from (1 ), (lo), and (1 1 ), for 4 E A(‘), we obtain 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
Thus, we see that (13) is true. 
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Now for [ in the region Ac2), 
RerdL,+yL,, Jz IIm 41 6 8 L,, 
we apply Cauchy’s formula again. By (13), we obtain the result 
This proves (15) (see Refs. [l, 2, 4, 93). 
The Case n = 4. The proof is similar to that given above; the only 
difference is that we use (7) instead of Lemma 1 (see References 
c5, 19% 4,911. I 
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